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In a context of technological innovations
and cultural change, asset managers (AMs)
are currently facing a digital revolution.
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The digital environment and challenges of the Asset
Management industry:
• Gaining new market share and limiting the erosion
of existing market share (moving from a productbased strategy towards a client-based strategy).
Using new communication and distribution channels
to target a wider client base (establishing an
international position), at a lower cost.
• Developing brand image, reputation and
leadership based on expertise through new

digital media. In a competitive environment, asset
managers are seeking to stand out by developing their
reputation and leadership (in order to clearly position
themselves in a fragmented market).
• Seeking to develop responsive production methods
in order to promote innovation (and not only product
innovation), while keeping costs under control. The
rationalisation of product offerings, optimisation of
existing organisational structures and innovation,
are the key success factors in this sector.

Social
New connections
between individuals

Mobile

Cyber

New interaction
formats

New data
protection challenges

Digital
Digital

Cloud
New cost-efficient
flexible infrastructures

Analytics

New capacity to
understand and predict
behavior and transactions
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We conducted a study of the main international players and analysed
their digital strategies.
Digital media and analysis indicators:
Indicator
Content
Functionalities
Dynamic nature
of content
Accessibility
Graphics/
User-friendlines
Followers
Social
Authority
Tweets/day
Subscriptions
Community
interaction
Who is talking
about this
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Website

Mobile
terminals

External social
networks

Expert
networks

Main observations of the study:
While the use of websites has already attained a
certain level of maturity, results have shown more
marked differences for other digital media, particularly
with respect to the use of social networks, which
are significantly more developed within international
asset management players. The dynamism of content
communicated and the interactivity of communities are
the main quantifiable performance indicators for these
media.
With regard to mobile applications, we observe that
across the population of international AM players
analysed, some 40% have not yet offered mobile,
smartphone or tablet solutions to their clients.
Expert networks, or blogs, are under-utilised despite the
uncontested advantages they offer, particularly for the
regular publication of analyses and market convictions,
often relayed by management company social networks,
improving brand visibility.

The dynamism of content
communicated and the
interactivity of communities
are the main quantifiable
performance indicators for
these media
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Websites
The internet, a tool adopted and developed by all
The majority of asset managers have high-performing
websites providing clients and prospective clients
with rapid access to information: presentation of the
company and the product range, access to regulatory
documentation (reports, prospectuses, KIIDs, etc.),
publications and market convictions. Certain asset
managers offer clients tailored functionalities when
logged in to a personal account.
The performance of a website is based on a
combination of several criteria and particularly
the use of innovative tools and a fluid and intuitive
navigation experience
The best players stand out by providing access to
straight-forward information, clear content, goodquality and dynamic graphics as well as innovative
functionalities. This includes online investment portfolio
modelling tools with investment objectives, such as those
offered by Black Rock.
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Mobile terminals
(Smartphones and tablets)
Mobile applications allow AMs to expand the scope of
services offered to private individual and institutional
clients through a wide range of functionalities, greater
accessibility and more regular updates of available
information.
The highest rated management companies propose a
comprehensive and innovative service offering, improving
the autonomy of their clients. Smartphone and tablet
applications provide access to all group funds, financial
news, publications, podcasts and manager viewpoints.
The application must also provide access to all of the
group’s digital media, such as social networks and expert
blogs, as is the case with the Franklin Templeton tablet
application.
Tablet applications also help strengthen brand image, by
using innovative functionalities and visual effects, vectors
of the management company key messages and values.

External social
networks
Social networks are a new channel for communicating
and sharing with clients, prospective clients and partners.
They provide an alternative/complementary format to
traditional communication and enable a more direct
relationship to be forged in an environment conducive
to exchanges. However, while social networks are a
new source of opportunity, they also represent an
organisational and regulatory challenge that must be met
by management companies.
Our analysis showed that the most mature players on
social networks and the best organised in managing
communities have become true opinion leaders. They
have successfully created a sharing relationship with
their community and introduced an effective ‘listening’
and communication tool (direct exchanges, gathering of
opinions and reactions).
We also observed that the quality and relevance of the
information exchanged improves when discussions target
a specific population (e.g. retail clients, institutional
clients or partners). Vanguard and JP Morgan AM UK
have Twitter accounts for financial advisers which they
use to share information that will help them understand
the economic environment and the strategies proposed
and thereby strengthen their commercial approach.
While we observed that certain players fully exploit
the potential offered by social networks, using them
to create ties with clients/prospective clients, and as a
community ‘listening’ tool, the majority of management
companies still use them as an additional means of
pushing information. The main challenge will be to create
strong interaction with their communities to enable a
more effective use of social networks.

Expert networks
Expert networks seek to increase awareness of asset
managers by presenting their market convictions, in order
to be followed and shared on social networks.
Extremely regular publications via blogs or mini-sites
enabling players to present their convictions:
Numerous asset managers have chosen to distinguish
themselves by regularly communicating market expertise
via a mini-site or more commonly a blog. Analyses are
based on the convictions of management company
players and are publicly available.
Market convictions are relayed on social networks:
The added value of these expert networks is that they
offer independence while presenting an assumed market
viewpoint. The aim is to encourage exchange (ability
to leave comments) and sharing on social networks.
Certain players, such as Franklin Templeton, have opted
to highlight the expertise of an opinion leader, very often
relayed on social networks, providing increased brand
visibility.

The performance of a website is based on
a combination of several criteria and
particularly the use of innovative tools and
a fluid and intuitive navigation experience

If management companies are to master social networks
they must effectively facilitate their communities.
Facilitation must be centralised and performed in close
conjunction with marketing, legal and compliance teams
to control the quality of information communicated and
its consistency with the communication strategy.
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Some digital contributions / solutions to asset
management issues

Traditional Value Chain vs Social media Communication

• Given the complex flow of transactions, it is virtually
impossible for asset managers to establish direct
contact with the end investor. The trend towards
outsourcing an increasing number of functions has
intensified this problem. The fact that social media
can serve as a direct communication channel and
thus improve mutual understanding is one of the
key advantages of using social media in the fund
industry.
• In the asset management company environment,
digital solutions2 can be implemented in response
to specific business needs.

Transfer
Agent
Distributor

Custodian

Asset
Manager

End
Investor

Social Media

• ‘Socialise’ the internal management of client
relations
In addition to using external social networks, ‘social’
technologies could be integrated into CRM systems to
improve internal CRM processes.
Digital answers to specific AM issues

Mobile
terminals

Web

External
social
networks

Digital and
social Internal
processes

1 Management

5

2 Business development

6

• Commercial department
• RFP department
• Client service

3 Marketing department

Big data

		

2 Digital solutions 1 to 10 in the graphic
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We have identified the following gains achieved through the ‘socialisation’ of processes:

Knowledge management
• Easier exchange of information across all axes (i.e. vertically and horizontally)
• Strengthens expertise by facilitating the sharing of best practice
• Development of collaboration by encouraging participation in expert communities
• Limiting of distribution redundancy and centralisation of knowledge while constantly enriching
content
Governance
• Accelerated spread of a digital culture within the company
• Increases process fluidity by contributing contextual/conversational information at all stages
• Improved collaboration between the various client relationship players (front and back offices)
• Improved readability and understanding of interactions: acceleration
Steering activity
• Improved monitoring of process execution
• Integration of commercial facilitation through a permanent, real-time exchange with the network
• Opportunities for enriching business indicators with behavioural and qualitative data
Managing talent
• Forging of ties and placing the individual back at the heart of work
• Detection of potential by measuring social/behavioural data
• Addition of mobilisation drivers, such as ‘gamification’

In addition to using external social networks,
‘social’ technologies could be integrated into CRM
systems to improve internal CRM processes
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The digital transformation
Our recipe for a successful digital transformation:
1. Start with a concrete business objective
2. Have a comprehensive view, as digital strategy transforms all
aspects of the asset management company business model
3. Select a pilot project tailored to the digital ‘ecology’environment

4. Beyond the pilot project, understand the digital transformation
‘dominos’
5. Take account of local social network regulations, while protecting
client information, the equality of unitholders and personal data

1

2

Generate growth

• Acquisition costs
• Win new clients
• Multi-product/asset classes • Operating costs
• Management/Service
• Retention
costs
• Innovation
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Performance measurement

Client segmentation

Start small
Start with a reasonable
project with rapidly visible
benefits

Think big
Have an overview of longterm objectives to guide
thinking

Fail fast
The risk of failure is never
zero. You must be able to
detect it sufficiently early in
order to rapidly remedy the
situation

Scale soon
The company must be able
to capitalise on the benefits
generated by the pilot project
and replicate identified good
practices for the next project

Distribution channels
Organisation
Processes
Information
Technology
Physical assets
Development

Human
capital

Performance measurement

Pilot project

Project Y+1

Project Y+2

Take account of local social network regulations, while protecting ‘client information’,
the equality of unit holders and personal data.
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Physical assets

Beyond the pilot project, understand the digital
transformation ‘dominos’

Operational model
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Distribution channels

• Reputation risk
• Legal risk
• Risk of not processing information flows

Digital
components

Big

Client segmentation

Business
model

Without forgetting to address digital-related risks
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What objectives are targeted through the selected
Digitalisation project?
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Begin with a concrete business objective without
forgetting to address Digital-related risks

To the point:
In a sector where the key issue is collecting funds
and in a context of significant technological
innovation, digital media can help asset
management companies:
• Develop internationally (collection source)
• Promote the brand by clearly positioning
themselves in a fragmented market
• Increase visibility of the different areas of
management expertise and develop innovation
• Exchange and communicate differently with
clients and prospective clients (client-focused
strategy, client value/capital)
• Communicate directly with final clients without
passing through standard sales intermediaries
(group and external distribution, consultants)

• Work more efficiently within the company
by implementing ‘social’ internal processes
ensuring true team work
The various digital components form part of
the tools currently available to help expand the
visibility of an asset management company’s brand
and expertise with clients at a low cost.
In this context, asset management companies
must adopt a structured approach involving
marketing, legal and compliance teams to control
the quality of information prior to its dissemination
on social networks, as well as to ensure it complies
with regulations and is consistent with the asset
management company’s communication strategy.

Expert networks, or blogs, are under-utilised
despite the uncontested advantages they offer,
particularly for the regular publication of
analyses and market convictions, often
relayed by management company social
networks, improving brand visibility
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